


Hello there, in Liberty Court how many people to a bathroom can we expect? 

Hi, in Liberty Court there are 2 bathrooms per 3-5 students. 

Hi all! I'm looking at Liberty Court and have a few queries regarding this residence:) 

Sure, what would you like to know? 

i am from dubai and hence would need a place to stay 

Apply for accommodation by the 30th June? 

yes, accommodation is guaranteed if you apply before June 30th 

Apply for accommodation by the 30th June? 

and firm City as your first choice:) 

which are the accomodations available and how far from the college? 

All of the accommodations on offer are listed on the university website. This can be found via this link 

https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/undergraduate 

Undergraduate student accommodation 

City, University of London undergraduate students can apply for a place in our modern halls of residence or get help 

with finding private accommodation in London. 

My first question is, will I be allowed to stay in the dorm during the holidays? 

Hi , you are free to stay in your dorm throughout the year until the contract so not including the summer 

holidays. 

Hi I have a place to study adult nursing from September 2019 what accommodation is best to choose? 

All accommodations cater for nursing students, however, IQ city has longer contracts that better suit the nursing 

course 



Hello! Does city offer group accommodation such as houses off campus? 

Hello , we do. But generally this doesn't apply to students in their first year of study. However you would always have 

the option of looking at alternative private accommodation, please have a look through the below page for further 

information and options; 

https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/private-housing 

Private accommodation 

Where to begin? Read our helpful guide to getting started with your search. 

Do you share bedrooms? 

Nope, we do not have any shared bedroom options. 

wanted to check the type of accomodation available 

There are different types of accommodations available which you can apply for depending on what facilities you 

prefer, such as a room with an en-suite bathroom, shared bathroom, catered accommodation or shared kitchen. If you 

want to find out more about the accommodations available to you as a first year, visit this link: 

https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/undergraduate 

Undergraduate student accommodation 

City, University of London undergraduate students can apply for a place in our modern halls of residence or get help 

with finding private accommodation in London. 

How many people do you share the facilities (shared facilities) with?:) 

At Liberty Court, the kitchens are shared between up to five people. There are also two bathrooms shared between up 

to five as well. 

is it shared or independant accomodation? 

All accommodations share kitchens, then at Liberty Court you share bathrooms but all others are en suite 

so both shared and independant ones are available for 1st year students, right? 

Yes both are available 
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I'd like to know if you have accommodation at college hall ,Maket Street 

Hi , sorry city does not offer accommodation there. 

When can you apply for accommodation? 

You can apply for accommodation as soon as you receive an offer from City, and should apply by the 30th June :) 

Are there opportunities for proper food disposal (e.g: compost) available? 

No, compost is not available at halls. But waste is split between general rubbish and recycling 

If so how would I go about changing thos 

Hi, yes you can. Regardless of what you put on your UCAS application you will still be given the chance to apply for 

accommodation. Once a student firmly accepts their course offer and this has been processed by the admissions 

team, they will automatically be sent an email inviting them to make their accommodation the following morning 

around 7/Sam (GMT). 

Hi im swarna . Nice meeting all of you. So concerning the accommodation which accommodation has a personal 

bathroom? And which one is considered to be the best? 

All of the undergraduate accommodations, except Liberty Court have an en suite bathroom. Which is best would be a 

personal preference! All of the information can be found via the university website, so you can weigh up the pros and 

cons of each for yourself. https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/undergraduate 

Undergraduate student accommodation 

City, University of London undergraduate students can apply for a place in our modern halls of residence or get help 

with finding private accommodation in London. 

Can we apply for accommodation even after sending off our UCAS forms where we said that we didn't want to stay in 

accommodation? 

hope the accomodation is guaranteed for first year 

If so how would I go about changing thos 

Hello there, in Liberty Court how many people to a bathroom can we expect? 

Hi all! I'm looking at Liberty Court and have a few queries regarding this residence :) 
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Apply for accommodation by the 30th June? 

My first question is, will I be allowed to stay in the dorm during the holidays? 

Hello! Does city offer group accommodation such as houses off campus? 

which are the accomodations available and how far from the college? 

Hi I have a place to study adult nursing from September 2019 what accommodation is best to choose? 

Will accommodation be guaranteed if I choose city as my insurance choice 

I'd like to know if you have accommodation at college hall ,Maket Street 

is it shared or independant accomodation? 

How many people do you share the facilities (shared facilities) with?:) 

Do you share bedrooms? 

so both shared and independant ones are available for 1st year students, right? 

Hi Nice meeting all of you. So concerning the accommodation which accommodation has a personal 

bathroom? And which one is considered to be the best? 

Are there opportunities for proper food disposal (e.g: compost) available? 

When can you apply for accommodation? 

How much does it cost annually for single bed room 

do you have accomodation with independant bathroom? 
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what about food? breakfast & dinner provisions available in the hostel? 

How much does it cost annually for single bed room 

Accommodation is available from £150 per week 

How far is the accommodation from the university? 

do you have accomodation with independant bathroom? 

All of the undergraduate accommodations, except Liberty Court, have an en suite bathroom. 

what about food? breakfast & dinner provisions available in the hostel? 

Hi, The Garden Halls offer breakfast and dinner catering. 

How far is the accommodation from the university? 

All are within walking distance. The gardens is a bit further away but there are buses that run regularly 

Are there any restaurants/cafes nearby that offer meal plans ? 

which are the accomodation close to the college? 

What are the supermarkets and banks available around the main campus? 

Do I have guaranteed accommodation when I apply through Adjustment or Clearing? Thank you 

Are there any restaurants/cafes nearby that offer meal plans ? 

There are plenty of restaurants and cafes in London! You'll never have to go far to find one! 

Can you have the choice to stay in halls for 3 years? 

which are the accomodation close to the college? 

Liberty hall, Liberty court and Liberty house all are around the main campus. The gardens is a longer walk but still not 

far away 

Do the en-suite rooms in Liberty House/Hall have carpeting and heating system? 
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How much is it to use the washing machines? 

can i come in march/April for a quick visit to the campus? Possible? 

Do I have guaranteed accommodation when I apply through Adjustment or Clearing? Thank you 

Sadly not, it is dependant on availability at the time 

That's great then, thank you for the info Naomi!!! :) 

Are there opportunities for proper food disposal (e.g: compost) available? 

If it's something you're interested in, the accommodation managers are always open for a chat and you could 

potentially look into starting something up! 

What are the supermarkets and banks available around the main campus? 

Hi, the closest supermarkets to the campus are a few smaller sized Sainsbury's and Tesco's. The campus is very 

close to Angel station and there are a number of banks there and a large Sainsbury's. 

Do those accommodations have gym? 

Can you have the choice to stay in halls for 3 years? 

Yes. City has links with Alliance house for continuing students, or there are other private halls companies you can live 

with for the duration of your course 

Will I be able to live off my maintanace loan? 

Do the en-suite rooms in Liberty House/Hall have carpeting and heating system? 

Yes they have both. Heating is included in your rent as well as all other amenities and WiFi. 
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can i come in march/April for a quick visit to the campus? Possible? 

Yes, we have weekly campus tours that take place on a Tuesday and Thursday- please refer here, to book a place: 

https://www.city.ac.uk/study/visit-us/campus-tours 

Campus tours 

A campus tour led by a current student is a great way to see City, University of London. Tours run on Tuesdays at 

11:00. 

How much is it to use the washing machines? 

It depends on what temperature you are washing at, generally though it will cost around 2 pounds per wash. 

are the accomodation always available or is better to arrive first to find a place ? 

what about accomodation after 1st year? 

I got a conditional offer. I would like to know, accommodation is different for age of less than 18 years? 

what about accomodation after 1st year? 

There are options to rent privately in London, or there are other private halls companies you can rent through after 

first year. City has links with Alliance house for continuing students 

Is there halal food available nearby? And thank you Meg!! :) 

How loud does liberty court become at night/on the weekends? 

Do those accommodations have gym? 

Hi, the Liberty House accommodation has gym facilities which are accessible by residents of all other Liberty Living 

accommodations . 

What is included in the bedrooms and kitchens? (like bedding etc) 

As soon as I get an offer to study in City within how many days can I register for accommodation in any of the 

accommodation available 
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Is there halal food available nearby? And thank you Meg!! :) 

Yes plenty of halal supermarkets and restaurants 

I am Saahil from Abu Dhabi, got conditional offer. I would like to know, accommodation is different for age of less 

than 18 years? 

Hello, we have a limited number of rooms available for students under the age of 18. However if you make City you 

firm choice and make your application by the 30th June 2019, generally we would guarantee accommodation in 

most cases. Out of interest what month with you turn 18? 

are the accomodation always available or is better to arrive first to find a place ? 

Accommodation is guaranteed for first year students if you apply by the deadline of the 30th of June. 

Will I be able to live off my maintanace loan? 

That really depends on how much you get and how efficiently you budget! I know a lot of people who live off their 

loan, so it is definitely possible! There are also scholarships and bursaries available, and there is a Financial Support 

team based at the (award winning!} Student Centre. So help is definitely available if you have financial worries! 

are the accomodation always available or is better to arrive first to find a place ? 

If there are any vacancies throughout the year, they wold be listed here: 

https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/current-hall-vacancies 

Current Hall Vacancies - 2018/19 

Find out more about room availabilities across all City, University of London nominated halls of residences. 

How loud does liberty court become at night/on the weekends? 

Hi , Liberty Court can become loud in the evenings however this can be managed by speaking to the site 

manager. 

would the accomodation have gender mix? 

What is included in the bedrooms and kitchens? (like bedding etc) 

Nothing extra is provided, you need to bring your own linen and bedding. However, lots of companies can provide you 

with 'bedroom sets' or kitchen sets' that include everything you might need when you first move into halls 

Do you provide all female accommodation? 
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As soon as I get an offer to study in City within how many days can I register for accommodation in any of the 

accommodation available 

Hello, once you've accepted City as your firm choice and this has been updated by our admissions team, you will be 

sent an email inviting you to apply for accommodation the following morning around 7 /Sam (GMT}. However it can 

sometimes take our admissions team a few working days to update this, once they have confirmation of you firm 

acceptance. 

Ae you allowed to bring other people into the buildings? 

City, University of London: Undergraduate 

Accommodation 

https://youtu. be/iT36saZzpxw 

Ae you allowed to bring other people into the buildings? 

Yes, different halls have different policies on how many can stay at one time 

would the accomodation have gender mix? 

Hi, all the accommodations are mixed-gender but you can apply to only share a flat with the same gender or mix . 

does the hostel have security? 

How do we share the kitchen facilities? Any advice or tips would be great!:) 

Is every campus near to the City gym and Cass bussiness school? 

Do you provide all female accommodation? 

All of the accommodation is mixed, however there is usually an option to give a preference on gender. 

Thanks Geoffrey Harrison for valuable information 
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does the hostel have security? 

Hi, all accommodations offer 24hour staffing including security. 

What happens next after you apply for accommodation? 

How do we share the kitchen facilities? Any advice or tips would be great! :) 

Get to know your kitchen mates and create a cleaning rota you're happy with, then no one can complain about the 

mess, but also be considerate with the people you're sharing with 

What would the site manager do regarding excessive volumes of noise? Is there a time curfew of when to keep the 

noise down? 

City: London is your campus 

https://youtu. be/lXLbZqLUjlQ 

What happens next after you apply for accommodation? 

Sit tight! Wait for the accommodation team to process your application and get back to you. 

Do all accommodations have free WiFi or paid one 

Is every campus near to the City gym and Cass bussiness school? 

Yes, all accommodations are quite close to the City Sport facilities and within walking distance to the main campus of 

the university at Northampton Square. As an undergraduate student at Cass you will also be on the main campus . 

Are there regular inspections for the bathrooms, bedrooms and kitchens? 

How long does it usually take for the accommodation team to get back to you after you apply? 

Do all accommodations have free WiFi or paid one 

Al accommodations have wifi included in your rent, but you have the option to pay extra for faster wifi if you want 
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What would the site manager do regarding excessive volumes of noise? Is there a time curfew of when to keep the 

noise down? 

Hi, if you put in a noise complaint the site manager will look into it, there is a recommendation to keep noise down 

after 10pm. 

Are we allowed to have a few electric appliances in our dorm rooms such as a mini fridge, kettle and a vacuum? 

Which is the best accommodation for Cass Business School Students 

i have not yet firmed up the offer as all the results from all the colleges that I have applied is not yet out thru UCAS. So 

once I firm up with CASS, by when can I come to visit the campus and by when should I submit the accomodation 

request? 

What exactly differ the price for each campus except the en-suite bathroom ?! 

Are we allowed to have a few electric appliances in our dorm rooms such as a mini fridge, kettle and a vacuum? 

Hi, mini fridges are not allowed in most accommodations, kettles are allowed and the rooms come with a shared 

vaccum. 

Are there regular inspections for the bathrooms, bedrooms and kitchens? 

Hi, yes each hall conduct inspections. Each hall has a slightly different time, for the different amenities, I.e. 

bathroom, kitchen etc - for example some might be fortnightly, whereas some may be termly. But it is the students 

responsibility to keep all facilities in a clean condition. 

i have not yet firmed up the offer as all the results from all the colleges that I have applied is not yet out thru UCAS. So 

once I firm up with CASS, by when can I come to visit the campus and by when should I submit the accomodation 

request? 

You should apply for accommodation by the 30th June, in order to guarantee getting a place. However, in regard to 

visiting the university, you can even do that now! We have campus tours that take place every week, every Tuesday 

and Thursday. Please refer here, https://www.city.ac.uk/study/visit-us/campus-tours, to book a place :) 

Page not found 

How long does it usually take for the accommodation team to get back to you after you apply? 

Hi, once you have submitted your application you will automatically be sent an acknowledgement. In terms of 

accommodation offers, for unconditional offer holders this starts in July. For Conditional offer holders, this 

generally starts in August. However that could be earlier, depending on when the University receives the students 

results. 
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Which is the best accommodation for Cass Business School Students 

In regards to distance to campus, all accommodations offered are within walking distance to the main campus at 

Northampton Square, Liberty Hall being the closest. As an undergraduate student at Cass you will be on the main 

campus at Northampton Square not on the postgraduate campus at Bun hill Row. 

Can you provide me with a link to the cost and the location of the facilities? 

Hi, please find the link below; 

https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/undergraduate/fees-and-contracts 

Fees & contracts 

Student accommodation fees & contracts information for undergraduate students at City University London. 

Can you provide me with a link to the cost and the location of the facilities? 

And for the location, please check each hall page and you will see the location. All halls (bar the Gardens) are within a 

5-10 minute walk of the main campus .

also how is the nationality mix in the campus and in the hostel? 

Do you pay for 12 months? 

How do you enter the facilities? E. G. Key card/physical keys? 

Is there a doctor or nurse available in the accommodation halls 24/7? 
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Do you pay for 12 months? 

Hi, no you do not need to pay for the 12 months, nor do we have any housing contracts for 12 months, please find 

contract lengths and costs below; 

https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/undergraduate/fees-and-contracts 

Fees & contracts 

Student accommodation fees & contracts information for undergraduate students at City University London. 

Is there a doctor or nurse available in the accommodation halls 24/7? 

No, but there are plenty of doctors surgeries located near by 

also how is the nationality mix in the campus and in the hostel? 

City is a very international university. There is a wide range of nationalities both on campus and in the 

accommodation! 

How do you enter the facilities? E.G. Key card/physical keys? 

It differs depending on which halls you are in. You'll have access to the main accommodation and then to your room. 

This might be through a single programmed key card, or a combination of a key card and a physical room key. 

So if we are in London in the summer, we need to find something else? 

any questions other than accomodation can be raised on this chat ? 

Can someone tell me what could be the estimated total of the annual expenditure on food, accommodation, and 

travel in London. 

any questions other than accomodation can be raised on this chat ? 

Hi, we can try to answer however we may not have the expert here on the chat to answer something related to a non 

accommodation question. 
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So if we are in London in the summer, we need to find something else? 

Hi, some halls allow you to extend the contract, however this may be at a higher cost than the University rates. 

Alternatively yes you would need to look into alternative private accommodation if you were planning to stay in 

London until the second year of your course in September. We have plenty of information on our website about where 

and how to fund alternative accommodation; 

https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/private-housing 

Private accommodation 

Where to begin? Read our helpful guide to getting started with your search. 

Do we have to pay for the year's stay at the dorm all at once? 

just wanted to check on the quality of education in CASS. And opportunities for CASS pass-outs in the market. Only if 

you can answer :) 

Do we have to pay for the year's stay at the dorm all at once? 

Yes that is possible 

Can someone tell me what could be the estimated total of the annual expenditure on food, accommodation, and 

travel in London. 

Hey, we have some information on this page that might help: https://www.city.ac.uk/study/fees-and

funding/financial-support-services 

There is a link on the page to a budget calculator as well :) 

Financial advice 

Financial support services at City, University of London 

just wanted to check on the quality of education in CASS. And opportunities for CASS pass-outs in the market. Only if 

you can answer :) 

Hi, thanks for your question! Cass has a world-renowned reputation, and this translates into the opportunities you will 

have on offer to you, whilst you study at this university. This is also further enhanced by the fact we are situated right 

in the heart of the City of London, meaning employers are right on your doorstep! 
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What are the pros and cons of catered versus self-catered? 

Do we get to stay at one of the university nominated accommodations during the placement year? 

What is Liberty Court's policy on smoking, alcohol, and drugs? Would there be repurcussions for students who partake 

in behaviour against the policies? 

do employers come for placements every year? 

Is catering available in all accommodations 

Are you able to choose your roommates or swap rooms with others if you do not get along? 

Do we get to stay at one of the university nominated accommodations during the placement year? 

Hi , this depends on what course you will be studying? Possibly not, but again depends on what course you will be 

studying. 

Is catering available in all accommodations 

Only at The Gardens. 

Are you able to choose your roommates or swap rooms with others if you do not get along? 

No this is not possible 

hi, I'm Carla from France, I'd like to know which campus includes catering and en suite rooms? 

What are the pros and cons of catered versus self-catered? 

Whether you would prefer catered or not would be a personal preference. However, advantages would be not having 

to food shop and you may save time. Disadvantages could be having set meal times and having less choice over what 

you eat. 

hi, I'm Carla from France, I'd like to know which campus includes catering and en suite rooms? 

The Gardens is the only one that provides catering 

Are you able to choose your roommates or swap rooms with others if you do not get along? 

Hi, the management at all our of halls do what they can to make our students stays in the halls comfortable. So 

this may be possible, however it would also depend on availability at the time, if for example every other room in 

the hall was taken, then this wouldn't be possible. 
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Is there a student travel card in London - not an accommodation question but... 

You can get a student oyster 

What is Liberty Court's policy on smoking, alcohol, and drugs? Would there be repurcussions for students who 

partake in behaviour against the policies? 

Hi, residents are allowed to drink alcohol but to dispose of glass bottles as soon as possible, there is no 

smoking allowed in Liberty Court and the same applies for drug use. 

can i bring my car? if not, can i at least bring it to move in on the move in day in september? 

how is the environment in the campus and in the hostel? 

do employers come for placements every year? 

The university does organise a bi-annual placements fair, in which employers come in to discuss placement and 

internship opportunities they have on offer- so yes, they do:) 

Also, what accommodation is nearest Cass business school as i am applying for business? 

Concerning the Oyster card, do we have reductions thanks to the university? 

Hi Carla, students are able to get a student oyster card. 

Thanks Meg Magrath. Also let me know how far is it from Cass Business School 

can i bring my car? if not, can i at least bring it to move in on the move in day in september? 

Hi, yes you can bring it on the move in day. However I wouldn't recommend you bring it for the duration of your 

course. It is difficult to obtain a parking permit, and also parking in London is very expensive. So I wouldn't 

recommend it. 

how is the environment in the campus and in the hostel? 

There is a social environment both on campus and in accommodation. There will be plenty of opportunities to meet 

people and make new friends! 

No for free I guess? 

Is there any restrictions on students staying out after dark? 
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Also, what accommodation is nearest Cass business school as i am applying for business? 

As an undergraduate student at Cass you will be on the main campus at Northampton Square and all 

accommodations offered are within walking distance from the main campus, Liberty Hall being the closest. 

No for free I guess? 

The student oyster costs £20 

Is there any restrictions on students staying out after dark? 

Hi, no there are no restrictions. 

Thanks Meg Magrath. Also let me know how far is it from Cass Business School 

Cass undergraduate students study at the main City campus in Northampton square. Most of the accommodation is 

around 5-10 minutes walk from campus with the exception of The Gardens which is around 20 minutes walk away . 

hope it is safe for students who are coming over from outside ( a query from my parents:) )? 

What is the live music scene like near liberty court? 

hope it is safe for students who are coming over from outside ( a query from my parents:))? 

Do you mean outside the UK? 

coming to london from outside UK 

hope it is safe for students who are coming over from outside ( a query from my parents:))? 

Hi, yes London and the area around the University are generally considered quite safe. 

There will be another Accommodation chat session on Thursday 4th April 2019 at 10am. You can book here: 

https://meetandengage.com/cityuniversityoflondon#event-g7m8r4r4t 

CityChat Undergraduate 

Welcome to CityChat, City, University of London's chat page; where you can chat live to our teams to find out more 

about undergraduate study with us. Our commitment to academic excellence, focus on business and the 

professions, and central London location, are just some of the reasons for studying at City. 
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What is the live music scene like near liberty court? 

Funny you should mention that, 02 Islington academy is right by our university, and there are many independent live 

bars all over London, especially in Shored itch (which is also right by our university ;)) Hope that helps! 

There are 15 minutes left of this chat, please ask your remaining questions now. 

Do you need a deposit? 

What are the pros and cons of each accommodation? What suits who? 

Do you need a deposit? 

Hi, yes you do, please find the amounts in the link below; 

https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/undergraduate/fees-and-contracts 

Fees & contracts 

Student accommodation fees & contracts information for undergraduate students at City University London. 

Where can I buy the cutlery/bedding sets? 

Are all the updated prices of halls on the website? 

Where can I buy the cutlery/bedding sets? 

Halls can give you recommendations. But there are many places on line you could order from - amazon, argos, IKEA 

etc. 

where would nursing student be accommodated 

Are there any tests on Saturday morning? (my high school does that every weekend) 

What are the pros and cons of each accommodation? What suits who? 

Hi, that's a tricky question to answer. So the main differences are that in Liberty Court you share a bathroom and 

Liberty Hall, Liberty House and iQ City you have your own bathroom. But kitchens are shared in all halls. Also we have 

a hall called the Gardens, which offers catered accommodation and non-catered. I'd say they are the main things to 

consider when making your accommodation application. 
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Are there any tests on Saturday morning? (my high school does that every weekend) 

No, we never have exams on a Saturday :) 

Do people generally tend to go into private houses/halls after the first year or stay in halls? 

where would nursing student be accommodated 

IQ city is best for nursing as they offer longer contract lengths. But all accommodations cater for nurses and normally 

tend to keep them together 

Where can i find more pictures of the accommodation as there aren't many on the accommodation site? 

Thank you so much for your wonderful answers everyone! Have a great day!:) :D 

Do people generally tend to go into private houses/halls after the first year or stay in halls? 

Hi, yes they do. We find our students tend to make friends through their course, in their halls and around the 

University. They then tend to get into groups and move into a small house or flat. There are many options. I'd suggest 

having a look at our private accommodation page for some alternative information, there you can find where and how 

you can look for second and third year accommodation. 

https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation/private-housing 

Private accommodation 

Where to begin? Read our helpful guide to getting started with your search. 

Liberty court: are there facilities such as computers or a place to relax and hang out - not in your halls?:) 
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Where can i find more pictures of the accommodation as there aren't many on the accommodation site? 

Our video shows off Liberty Hall and Liberty Court really well. They were filmed in students actual rooms and kitchens 

etc. We played it earlier but here is the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iT36saZzpxw 

City, University of London: Undergraduate Accommodation 

Take a look at what it's really like to live in two of the undergraduate accommodation options at City, University of 

London. You can find out more about the ... 

Liberty court: are there facilities such as computers or a place to relax and hang out- not in your halls? :) 

Hi , there are no communal areas apart from the shared kitchens and the laundry room. 

Top tip: if you've registered for one of our Applicant Days, you will receive an email very soon inviting you to book on 

one of our pre-bookable Accommodation Tours during the Applicant Day. Keep an eye out for the email as a pre

booked tour is the best chance to tour our Accommodation . 

Any printing facilities in Liberty court? 

Hi, there are free printing facilities in the building . 

Do we have access to wifi? 

Yes it's included in your rent. 

This chat has now ended. If you require further information please contact: accommodation@city.ac.uk 




